
Job Advert – Hero Wanted 
 

Enjoy fighting monsters?  In need of a challenge?  Then we have just the job for you!  

 

The Danes of Denmark are looking for a suitable candidate to take on the role of Hero.  The 

successful candidate must be ready to begin work immediately.  All applicants should send a 

written description of why they believe they are suitable for the role.  The following 

paragraphs outline the roles and responsibilities of ‘Hero’ and outline the skills and 

personality needed to completely satisfy and fulfil the role.  Please refer to these in your 

application. 

 

A Hero must, first and foremost, be brave and courageous.  For twelve long winters, an evil 

and hateful monster has stalked our land and snatched our people from their beds.  As a 

result, our numbers are dwindling and we are living in fear, needing a hero to save us.  

Examples of the monster’s behaviour include pouncing on sleeping lords, slaughtering 

everyone in sight (including woman and children) and gorging himself at will.  Heroes wishing 

to apply must have experience in demon-defeating and have determination to succeed where 

failure seems almost certain.  Because of the dangers involved, the successful applicant 

should be able to demonstrate knowledge of how to overthrow a monster, who will be eager 

to kill again, and return to Heorot with his arm as a trophy.   

 

Heroes who wish to work here in Denmark must also have a confident personality.  Standing 

before Hrothgar and his men, the Hero will definitely need skills in public speaking and be 

able to clearly and assertively deliver a rousing war speech, so that the local people get fully 

behind him or her.  Additionally, confidence will obviously be essential when crossing the 

moors towards the unknown dangers of this beast’s lair.  Confidence would be present at all 

times for our successful candidate – boasting is positively encouraged.   

 

Finally, applying Heroes ought to be comfortable working with – and leading – a team of highly 

skilled warriors.  Before the quest begins, these fighters will need dressing in chainmail 

shirts and strong helmets, equipping with spears and shields and motivating (one knight in 

particular will need a positive comment every hour).  On top of this, they will need to be led 

inland, where the beast is hidden, by a leader who knows his goal and destination.   

 

You will not regret applying for this post.  Denmark provides comfortable living conditions 

and generous food and drink supplies.  The successful applicant, upon defeating the monster, 

will consequently receive complimentary mead, a lifetime supply of golden armbands and 

rings, and spears and shields for future battles.  In return, we are looking for focused, hard-

working individuals who understand the importance of defeating the beasts that roam our 

land.  If you feel that this is the role for you, please send us a written CV that is no longer 

than one A4 page.  We look forward to hearing from you. 

 

Regards, 

 

Hrothgar and the Danes  


